Spencer Park Primary School
Writing Policy (reviewed 2019)
RATIONALE
We believe that in order to become effective writers, students should learn the craft of writing and write with fluency
and creativity, attending to audience and purpose.
We believe writing instruction should be collaborative and engaging. Best-practice ensures:
 There is a slow release of knowledge.
 It includes explicit teaching.
 It relies on plenty of practice.
 Students speak to write.
 It’s collaborative and engaging.
We believe that, in order to become effective writers, students need to be explicitly taught
 Brainstorming and planning
 Note taking
 To include author’s voice, imagination and creativity
 Vocabulary
 Sentence construction
 Genres and the language, sentence and paragraph structure that supports them
 Punctuation and Grammar
 Editing skills
We believe that, first and foremost, students should learn the art of crafting their writing (authorial skills).
We believe that learning opportunities need to have an oral to written emphasis and promote a critical awareness
of effective writing. Students need to be immersed in a wide range of good texts and visual print displays around
classrooms and on desks.
Frequent writing opportunities and purposes must be provided across all learning areas every day.

WRITING PROCESS
We believe students need to learn the writing process:
Not always and not
always complete text.

Using the Editing Checklist COPS
(referred to later in policy and in
Appendix 3).

Using agreed
Planning Graph.

Using the
Editing Checklist MARS
(referred to later in policy
and in Appendix 3).

Craft writing using
the Seven Steps
to make writing
richer, stronger,
better.

Previously referred to as DRAFT.
Students often consider their writing
as being complete once drafted as
they have “written”; therefore, they
need to be taught to “dump” their
ideas prior to crafting.
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WRITING INSTRUCTION
Writing instruction must follow the teaching guidelines as prescribed in Talk for Writing (K-Y2) and Seven Steps to
Writing (Y3-6).
Writing instruction needs to:
 Include the principles of Seven Steps to Writing Instruction
o Chunk large tasks – teach the elements of crafting and genre separately
o Repetition makes muscle memory
o Think and talk first – write second; planning is key
o Verbal is vital
o Consistency creates change
Students need time in the game in order to become effective writers. Writing instruction time should comprise:
 Warm up
o Recall of steps
o Ideas generation
o Steps of the craft
o Sentence structure
o Text structure
 I Do
o Introduction to the text (genre, purpose, audience)
o Text deconstruction (structure, language features)
o Crafting
 We Do/You Do
o Modelled, Shared and/or Guided Writing
o Independent Writing
o Conferencing
 Ploughback/Sharing
During writing time, We Do/You Do, we believe students
should spend
 One third of their time planning
 One third of their time writing
 One third of their time revising and editing
Writing instruction also needs to:
 Include daily writing warm ups that focus
o sentence structure (simple, compound and complex)
o paragraphing
o punctuation
o intentional teaching of vocabulary
 Include genre writing warm ups that
o enhance the recall of scaffolds
o genre specific sentence structure and vocabulary
o skills and understandings when producing written texts
 Adhere to the timeline and content prescribed in:
o Literacy Blocks
o Scope and Sequence documents
o Writing Text Type Year Level Flow Chart (Appendix 5)
o Talk for Writing (K-Y2)
o Seven Steps for Writing (Y3-6)
PLANNING GRAPH
We believe, in order for students to generalise their
planning skills, opportunity to learn a planning tool should
be provided across all year levels. The planning tool
should model the Seven Steps for Writing Planning Graph.
Refer to Appendix 4.
There should be a gradual release from provision of a
proforma planning tool (appendix 4) in the early years to
independent recording of the planning tool (that is,
students are able to quickly plot the planning tool onto
paper, whiteboard, etc) in the upper years.
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TALK FOR WRITING, SEVEN STEPS FOR WRITING, WA CURRICULUM AND NAPLAN
– FITTING THEM TOGETHER
Text Structure
Cohesion
NAPLAN
Ideas
Devices
Audience
Vocabulary
Writing Criteria
Sentence
Fluency
Paragraphing
Current
Writing Theory

Ideas and
Content

Voice

Word Choice

Sentence
Fluency

Punctuation
Spelling

Conventions

Plan for Success
(Story Graph) 5 Senses and
Feelings
Brainstorming Endings with
Impact
Dynamic
Seven Steps Show, Don’t Tell
Dialogue
for Writing
Sizzling Starts
Ideas

Tightening Tension
Ban the Boring
Talk
for Writing

Pending

VOCABULARY
Vocabulary must be taught directly with the intention to improve comprehension and writing. Teachers need to be
looking ahead at material they are using such as the principles and language of Talk for Writing and Seven Steps
for Writing, Guided Reading, PM Benchmark Books, STARS, Sound Waves, Spelling Mastery, etc to identify words
and their meanings.
Research suggests students limit their vocabulary choices when writing independently. Intentional teaching of
categories of words should be conducted. Categories might include:
 Active, rich verbs that are strong and vivid (race instead of run fast, hurl instead of hard throw)
 Emotions (scared, terrified, fearful, nervous, alarmed)
o Look like (pale, wide-eyed)
o Sound like (chattering teeth, tremulous voice, scream, whisper)
o Feel like (racing heart, shaking, trembling)
o Actions (eyes darting, edging away, quivering)
 Colours (maroon, magenta, psychedelic yellow)
 Speech/dialogue carriers that convey emotion (yelled, screamed, garbled, muttered)
Intentional teaching includes:
 Brainstorm words
 Teach their meaning*
 Practise spelling the words
* Research indicates knowledge is stored in two forms: linguistic (words, phrases, statements) and non-linguistic or
imagery form (expressed as pictures that include physical sensations such as smell, taste, touch, kinaesthetic
association, and sound). Therefore, combining meaning with image may go some way to improving students’
understanding.
Remove Limits to Learning with Systematic Vocabulary Instruction
BJ Stone and Vicki Urquhart.
For example:
Raced

Compete against one or others to see who is fastest

Move swiftly or at fast speed

Peter raced to the hospital to see if his brother was okay.
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DAILY WRITING WARM UPS
Daily writing warm ups (DWWU) form part of the formal Daily Writing Process and provide students with the
learning opportunity in which to develop their vocabulary and enhance their sentence construction skills. The
teacher explicitly exposes students to a varying range of topic/theme based words, discussing and modelling their
use to ensure the new language becomes part of the student’s vocabulary. As well as focussing on vocabulary, a
DWWU needs to include explicit instruction in sentence planning and construction. DWWUs should take place
daily and last no longer than 10 to 15 minutes. Appendix 1 details the timeline to be followed over the course of
a week.
GENRE WRITING WARM UPS
Genre writing warm ups (GWWU) provide students with the opportunity to transfer their understandings of genre
specific grammar, punctuation, sentence structure and scaffolds from short term memory to long term memory.
GWWUs should accompany explicitly taught genre lessons and should take place a minimum of two times per
week. Appendix 3 details the recommended sequence of instruction.
LITERACY SCOPE AND SEQUENCE DOCUMENTS
These are living documents, detailing content and the timeline of delivery over the course of the year and should
refer to the Writing Text Type Year Level Flow Chart (Appendix 5).
In consultation within Collaborative Networking teams, adjustments to the timing of delivery may be made
according to events or excursions taking place within a school year that may make one genre more appropriate to
be explored than another. Opportunities to discuss and adjust the documents will be made throughout the course
of a school year during collaborative meetings and Curriculum Committee meetings.
Copies of the scope and sequence documents can be printed by accessing the files located at
S:\AdminShared\E5422S01-Spencer Park PS\All Staff\Curriculum\Literacy\Literacy Scope and Sequence
EDITING CHECKLIST
Spencer Park Primary School has developed a whole school editing checklist. The checklist (as shown in
Appendix 3) is arranged as an acronym, as follows:
M Do any words need to be MOVED?
C Have I used CAPITAL LETTERS at sentences starters/pronouns?
A Do any words need to be ADDED?
O Is there ORDER AND ORGANISATION?
R Do any words need to be REMOVED?
P Have I used PUNCTUATION correctly?
S Do any words need to be SUBSTITUTED? S Have I checked my SPELLING carefully?
The checklist is able to be used as desk strip and as class poster and is available in three versions, two for junior
classes and one for senior classes.
In junior classes, editing focuses on the COPS aspect of the checklist. As well as the COPS aspect of the
checklist, senior classes incorporate the MARS elements, to encourage further development and enhancement of
writing in those year levels.
Copies of the checklist can be printed by accessing the files located at
S:\AdminShared\E5422S01-Spencer Park PS\All Staff\Curriculum\Literacy\Editing
INTEGRATION
The teaching of writing genres should be integrated across all learning areas. It is recommended the following
genres be addressed by specialist teachers as follows:
 Report writing – HASS learning area
 Procedure writing – Science learning area

ASSESSMENT
We believe that writing assessment needs to include summative and formative assessments that includes:
 Anecdotal observation
 Work samples – common assessment tasks or samples that demonstrate student progress
 Self-reflection – student’s self-assess against common criteria set for a task possibly using rubrics or checklists
 Peer appraisal – students assess peers against common criteria set for a task possibly using rubrics or
checklists
 Formal testing
 Unedited writing samples in student test books
 NAPLAN
 Moderation through collaborative networking
 South Australian Spelling test
 SCSA Judging Standards
 National Curriculum Achievement Standards
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We agree writing moderation needs to take place once per term, with teachers alternatively using the NAPLAN
marking keys (appendix 6) and the SCSA Judging Standards documents as a means for assessing learning
and making adjustments to the teaching and learning focus. Moderation activities should be done during
collaborative DOTT or collaborative staff meetings.

RESOURCES


















Seven Steps for Writing resources
Talk for Writing resources
PM Writing Series
PM Exploring Vocabulary Series
Spencer Park Primary School Literacy Block, Literacy Policy (2014) Appendix 3
First Steps Writing Resource Book and Map of Development
First Steps Writing Frameworks (Writing Resource Book, Use of Texts)
West Australian Curriculum
Spencer Park Primary School Literacy Scope and Sequence documents, located at
S:\AdminShared\E5422S01-Spencer Park PS\All Staff\Curriculum\Literacy\Literacy Scope and Sequence
Dictionaries
Thesaurus
Magic 100-900 Sight Words, Reading Policy (2014) Appendix 4
Literacy Net
Display charts, word banks
NAPLAN Narrative, Persuasive and Recount Writing Marking Keys (Appendix 6) REPORT KEY PENDING
NAPLAN writing results
Remove Limits to Learning with Systematic Vocabulary Instruction, BJ Stone and Vicki Urquhart, located at
S:\AdminShared\E5422S01-Spencer Park PS\All Staff\Curriculum\Literacy

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Refer to
 West Australian Curriculum
 Literacy Scope and Sequences located at
S:\AdminShared\E5422S01-Spencer Park PS\All Staff\Curriculum\Literacy\Literacy Scope and Sequence
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Spencer Park Primary School
Writing Policy (reviewed 2019)
APPENDIX 1

DAILY WRITING PROCESS

Writing Good Sentences (10 – 15 minutes each day)
DAY 1
 Introduce the writing theme
 Discuss words that would make the writing interesting; brainstorm
 Introduce challenge words; this part of the learning should be fast paced; don’t get bogged down in lengthy
definitions or discussions
 Read words
 Discuss definition
 Model use in sentences
 Q&A definition
 Add to word wall/bank
This is the vocabulary teaching.
DAY 2
 Revise words – read, definitions, sentences, Q&A
 Sentence scaffold, for example, complex sentence – “When, who what they did.”
 Examples of sentence components,
 Completed in separate stages, as with complex sentence above
 “When” examples: students read, back to desk and write in books
 “Who” examples: students read, back to desk and write in books
 “What they did” examples: students read, back to desk and write in books
 Recap words – read, definitions, Q&A
DAY 3
 Revise words – read, definitions, sentences, Q&A
 Sentence scaffold, for example, complex sentence – “When, who what they did.”
 Examples of sentence components,
 “When” examples: students read
 “Who” examples: students read
 “What they did” examples: students read
 Sentence scaffold, for example: complex sentence – “When, who what they did.”
 Students write independent sentences
 Recap words – read, definitions, Q&A
DAY 4
 Revise words – read, definitions, sentences, Q&A
 Sentence scaffold, for example, complex sentence – “When, who what they did.”
 Examples of sentence components,
 “When” examples: students read
 “Who” examples: students read
 “What they did” examples: students read
 Sentence scaffold, for example: complex sentence – “When, who what they did.”
 Students write independent sentences
 Recap words – read, definitions, Q&A
DAY 5
 Revise words – read, definitions, sentences, Q&A
 Words and definitions written into books
WRITING HIERARCHY
Students should be progressed through the following levels as they are ready.
 Simple sentences
 Multiple sentences
 Compound sentences
 Paragraph
 Complex sentences
 Multiple paragraphs
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Spencer Park Primary School
Writing Policy (reviewed 2019)
TO BE UPDATED ONCE TALK FOR WRITING CURRICULUM IS IN PLACE APPENDIX 2

GENRE WRITING SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTION
WARM UPS
 Grammar specific to genre (in Recounts, for instance, past tense verbs, noun groups for things or locations)
 Vocabulary specific to genre (in Recounts, for instance, time specific words such as after, before, then, next)
 Sentence structure
 Genre scaffolds
 Previously taught concepts
LESSON SEQUENCE
The PM Writing series is available for use in the school and advocates the explicit teaching of genres. The
program provides teachers with the scaffolds to develop students’ understanding of the text structure and language
features of specific text types. Activities purposely target grammar and vocabulary at both sentence and paragraph
level and reinforce the development and understanding of aspects of structure and language through strong and
systematic links with published texts.
The series is available for teaching to all year levels. Big books and resources are available for loan in the library.
Teacher resources and IWB Big Books (which will need to be installed onto the teacher’s computer) can be found
at S:\AdminShared\E5422S01-Spencer Park PS\All Staff\Curriculum\Literacy\PM Writing
Located on the IWB Big Books are detailed teacher instruction notes for each of the provided genres.
Regardless of year level being taught or genre being explored, all follow a similar sequence of explicit instruction:
 Introduction to the text (discuss genre purpose, audience, author purpose, read text)
 Text deconstruction – text structure (title, sentences, paragraphs and scaffold – dependent on text type,
introduction, conclusion, etc,)
 Text deconstruction – language features; this element of instruction may take place over several lessons, as
each explores, for example in the instance of description writing:
 Nouns (including subject specific, such as habitat or predator) and pronouns
 Adjectives
 Verbs
 Tense
 Modelled Writing (making links between explored text and modelled text and identifying language features
explored, using articulated think alouds)
 Shared writing
 Guided or independent writing
 Sharing
The PM Writing series levels have been allocated to the following year levels:
 Emergent
Pre-Primary
 Level 2 Plus
 Emergent Plus Pre-Primary/Year 1 split class
 Level 3
 Level 1
Year 1
 Level 3 Plus
 Level 1 Pus
Year 1/2 split class
 Level 4
 Level 2
Year 2
 Level 4 Plus

Year 2/3 split class
Year 3
Year 4 or Year 4/5 split class
Year 5 or Year 5/6 split class
Year 6

SUPPORT MATERIALS
To support the oral to written emphasis of teaching and learning, the PM Exploring Vocabulary Big Books series
focuses on developing and reinforcing vocabulary and spoken sentence structures. Texts are presented in the
form of sentence starters. The teacher models the first part of the text and prompts students to discuss and then
complete the rest of the text. This extends students' vocabulary as well as their understanding of language features
and conventions of specific text types. The sentence starters can be completed digitally and the completed texts
printed out.
Discussion questions help develop students' speaking and listening skills. Comprehensive teaching notes and
activity sheets on the IWB DVD ensure that new learning is carefully developed and reinforced.
These are available for loan from the library.
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Spencer Park Primary School
Writing Policy (reviewed 2019)
APPENDIX 3

EDITING CHECKLIST
Whole school, wall chart; desk strip for senior
classes.

Junior classes, desk strips.

Picture sources:
http://phillipmartin.info/
http://www.homemade-preschool.com/astronaut-monkey.html
http://www.freehdimages.in/uploads/large/cartoon-space-background.jpg
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Spencer Park Primary School
Writing Policy (reviewed 2019)
APPENDIX 4

PLANNING GRAPH
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TITLE

EXCITING ENDING

SIZZLING START

BOULDER

BACKFILL
WHO

WHAT

WHERE

Early Childhood

TITLE

EXCITING ENDING

SIZZLING START

BOULDER

BACKFILL

ROCK

WHO

SEE

HEAR

TASTE

TOUCH

THINK

FEEL

WHAT

WHERE

SIMPLE

TITLE

EXCITING ENDING

SIZZLING START

BOULDER

ROCK

BACKFILL
WHO

PEBBLE

SEE

HEAR

TASTE

TOUCH

THINK

FEEL

WHAT

WHERE

COMPLEX

PP

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Y6

News telling
Recount
Description

WRITTEN GENRES
Revisit/reteach

News telling
Recount
Description
Narrative
Argument

News telling
Recount
Description
Procedure
Exposition

Apply all forms
across contexts

Apply all forms
across contexts

Apply all forms
across contexts

Recount
Description

Recount
Description
Procedures

Recount

Recount

Procedure
Report

Procedure

Recount
Description
Procedure
Report
Narrative

Narrative

Explicitly Teach (new)
Structure of…

Recount

Procedure
Narrative

Description

Narrative
Report
Persuasive

Narrative
Persuasive
Formal Letters

Narrative
Report
Persuasive

Narrative
Exposition
Explanation

Narrative
Exposition
Explanation
Biographies
Free Verse

Haiku Poems

Quatrain Poems

Limericks

Ballad

Speech bubbles
Stories

Stories
Cartoons
Songs
Chants

Fables
Picture books
Cinquains

Fables
Picture books
Cinquains

Diaries
Lists
Menus
Messages
Labels
Invitations

Recounts
Descriptions
Interview
Simple reports
Postcards

Tall stories
Play scripts
Descriptions using
figurative language
Limericks
Explanations in
Science, Maths
Newspaper articles

Adventure
Myths and legends
Haiku
Form poems

Informative

Fables
Fairy tales
Stories
Cartoons
Jokes
Letters to friends
Instructions
Recipes
Address books

Argumentative

Brochures

Opinions
Book reviews
Brochures

Common
Assess
Task

Description
Recount

Recount
Narrative

On Entry
(Recount)
Descriptive
On Entry
(Recount)
Recount (selfconstructed)

Recount

Examples:
Imaginative

Judging
Standards
Tasks
T1
T2
T3

13

T4

Letters
Community rules
Procedures
Reports based on
notetaking
Simple interview
questions
Advertisements
Book reviews

Letters
Biographies
Community rules
Instruction manuals
Procedures
Emails
Reports based on
Surveys
notetaking
Simple interview
questions
Opinions
Advertisements
Letters to the editor Debates
Book reviews
Book reviews
Advertisements
Brochures
Letters to the editor Pamphlets
Campaign Speeches
Recount
Narrative
Diary (narrative)
Persuasive
Persuasive
Information Report Poetry (free verse) Poetry
Letter (imaginative) Persuasive Letter
Information Report
Recount
Persuasive
Persuasive
Persuasive
Persuasive

Narrative
Narrative
Narrative
Information Report Information Report Factual Texts

Narrative
Factual Texts

Narrative
Factual Texts

Narrative
Factual Texts

Persuasive

Persuasive/
Narrative

Persuasive/
Narrative

Persuasive/
Narrative

Persuasive

Persuasive/
Narrative

Spencer Park Primary School
Writing Policy (reviewed 2019)
APPENDIX 5

Acrostic Poems

WRITING TEXT TYPE YEAR LEVEL FLOW CHART
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Spencer Park Primary School
Writing Policy (reviewed 2019)
APPENDIX 6

NAPLAN MARKING KEYS
The following pages comprise:
Narrative Marking Key
Persuasive Writing Marking Key
Each key is provided with a marking sheet and instructions to guide moderation tasks.
Additionally, Spencer Park Primary School has developed a Recount Marking Key and marking sheet that may
prove useful when moderating recount writing tasks.
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Narrative Marking Guide
Category

0

 symbols or drawings which
may have the intention of
conveying meaning

Audience

Text
Structure

Ideas

Characterisation
and Setting

Vocabulary

 symbols or drawings which
may have the intention of
conveying meaning
 inappropriate genre (eg.
recipe)

2

3
 an internally consistent story
that attempts to support the
reader by developing a
shared understanding of
context
 contains sufficient
information for the reader to
follow the story fairly easily

4
 supports reader
understanding
 attempts to engage the
reader

 contains a beginning and a
 contains orientation,
 coherent, controlled and
complication
complication and resolution
complete narrative,
employing effective plot
 where a resolution is present  detailed longer text may
devices in an appropriate
but is weak, contrived or
resolve one complication
structure, and including an
‘tacked on’ (eg. I woke up, I
and lead into a new
effective ending
died, they lived happily ever
complication or layer a new
after)
complication onto an existing
one rather than conclude
Sophisticated structures, sequences and plot devices include circular, parallel, foreshadowing/flashback, side or back story, story within a story, stream of
consciousness, red herring, epiphany, cliff-hanger, coda, twist, evaluation, reflection, moral.
 symbols or drawings
 ideas are very few and very  ideas are few, not
 ideas show some
 ideas are substantial and
simple
elaborated or very
development or elaboration
elaborated
 no evidence or insufficient
predictable
evidence
 ideas appear unrelated
 all ideas relate coherently to  ideas effectively contribute
a central storyline
to a central storyline
 some ideas may contain
 the story contains a
unnecessary elaboration
suggestion of an underlying
(waffle)
theme
 symbols or drawings
 only names characters or
 suggestion of
 characterisation emerges
 effective characterisation
gives their roles (eg. father,
characterisation through
through descriptions,
 no evidence or insufficient
 details are selected to create
the teacher, my friend,
brief descriptions or speech
actions, speech or the
evidence
distinct characters
dinosaur, we, Jim)
or feelings, but lacks
attribution of thoughts and
AND/OR
AND/OR
substance or continuity
feelings to a character
 maintains a sense of setting
AND/OR
AND/OR
 only names the setting (eg.
throughout.
school, the place we were
 suggestion of setting through  setting emerges through
 details are selected to create
at)
very brief and superficial
description of place, time
a sense of place and
descriptions of place and/or
and atmosphere
 setting is vague or confused
atmosphere
time
 a few adjectives to describe
a character or place
 basic dialogue
 symbols or drawings
 very short script
 mostly simple verbs,
 precise words or word
 sustained and consistent
adverbs, adjectives or nouns
groups (may be verbs,
use of precise words and
 few content words
AND/OR
adverbs, adjectives or
phrases that enhance the
nouns)
meaning or mood
 may include two or three
precise words

 symbols or drawings

Cohesion

1

 contains some simple written  shows awareness of basic
content
audience expectations
through the use of simple
narrative markers
 simple titles
 formulaic opening (long,
long ago… or once a boy
was…)
 description of people or
places

5
 supports and engages the
reader through deliberate
choice of language and use
of narrative devices

NARRATIVE DEVICES
 fantasy, humour, suspense
 sub-genre styles (chick lit)
 intertextual references

6
 caters to the anticipated
values and expectations of
the reader
 influences or affects the
reader through precise and
sustained choice of
language and use of
narrative devices
LANGUAGE CHOICES
 display irony
 control writer/reader
relationship
 reveal values/attitudes
 evoke an emotional
response

 minimal evidence of
narrative structure, eg. a
story beginning only or a
‘middle’ with no orientation
 a recount of events with no
complication

 links are missing or incorrect
short script
 often confusing for the
reader

 ideas are generated,
selected and crafted to
explore a recognisable
theme
 ideas are skilfully used in the
service of the storyline

 a range of precise and
effective words and phrases
used in a natural and
articulate manner
 language choice is well
matched to genre

– single words: quick, big, run, look, need, really, very, beautiful
– simple groups: my big warm bed; a five headed, six eyed beast
– figurative language: simile, metaphor, attitudinal, evaluative, technical, formal, colloquial, alliteration, personification
 some correct links between
 cohesive devices are used
 a range of cohesive devices
sentences (do not penalise
correctly to support reader
is used correctly and
for poor punctuation)
understanding
deliberately to enhance
reading
 most referring words are
 accurate use of referring
accurate
words
 an extended, highly
cohesive piece of writing
 reader may occasionally
 meaning is clear and text
showing continuity of ideas
need to re-read and provide
flows well in a sustained
and tightly linked sections of
their own links to clarify
piece of writing
text
meaning
 variety of connectives used
 small selection of
connectives
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Narrative Marking Guide
Category

0

1

2

 no use of paragraphing

 writing is organised into
paragraphs that are mainly
focused on a single idea or
set of like ideas that assist
the reader to digest chunks
of text
 indicates broad changes in
time and scene
 formulaic structures






 some correct formation of
sentences
 some meaning can be
construed

 all paragraphs are focused
on one idea or set of like
ideas and enhance the
narrative
 deliberately structured to
pace and direct the reader’s
attention
 single sentence may be
used as a dramatic or final
comment or for emphasis
 most simple sentences are
correct
 meaning is predominantly
clear

 no evidence of correct
punctuation

 some correct use of capital
letters to start sentences
OR
 full stops to end sentences
 punctuation is minimal and
of little assistance to the
reader

 some accurately punctuated
sentences (beginning and
end)
 some noun capitalisation
where applicable
 provides some markers to
assist reading

 no conventional spelling

 few examples of
conventional spelling

 correct spelling of
 most simple words
 some common words
(errors evident in common
words)

Paragraphing

no evidence of sentences
symbols or drawings
a list of words
text fragments

Sentence
Structure

Punctuation

Spelling

SIMPLE WORDS
 short vowel single-syllable words (bad, fit, not) with:
 consonant digraphs (shop, thin, much)
 consonant blends (drop, clap, bring)
 double final consonants (will, less)
 high frequency long vowel single-syllable words (name, park,
good)
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 most simple and compound
sentences are correct
 some complex sentences
are correct
 meaning is predominantly
clear

 some correct punctuation
across categories
(sentences mostly correct
with some other punctuation
correct)
OR
 accurate sentence
punctuation with no stray
capitals, nothing else used
 provides adequate markers
to assist reading
 correct spelling of
 simple words
 most common words
(errors do not outnumber
correct spellings)

4

5

6

 simple and compound
 sentences correct (allow for  all sentences are correct
sentences are correct
occasional typo, eg. a
 writing contains controlled
missing word)
 most complex sentences are
and well-developed
correct
 demonstrates variety in
sentences that express
OR
length, structure and
precise meaning and are
beginnings
consistently effective
 all sentences correct but do
not demonstrate variety
 meaning is clear and
sentences enhance meaning
 meaning is clear
VARIETY
 clause types and patterns (verbless, adjectival, adverbial, multiple dependencies, non-finite
 dependent clause position
 length and rhythm
 lexical density: increased with elaborating and extending phrases, or reduced to the essential
 stylistically appropriate choices
 all sentence punctuation
 writing contains accurate
correct
use of all applicable
punctuation
 mostly correct use of other
punctuation
 provides precise markers to
pace and control reading of
 provides accurate markers
the text
to enable smooth and
efficient reading

 correct spelling of
 correct spelling of
 simple words
 simple words
 most common words
 most common words
 some difficult words (errors
 at least 10 difficult (errors
do not outnumber correct
do not outnumber correct
spellings)
spellings)

COMMON WORDS
 single-syllable words with
 two and three consonant blends (square, stretch, light)
 common long vowels (face, sail, mean)
 multi-syllabic words with even stress patterns (middle, litter)
compound words (downstairs)
 common homophones (there/their, write/right)
 suffixes that don’t change the base word (jumped, sadly,
adults)
 common words with silent letters (comb, wrong, know)
 single-syllable words ending in ould, ey, ough
 most rule-driven words: drop e (having), double letter
(spitting), change y to i (heavier)

 correct spelling of
 all words
 10+ difficult ones some
challenging words
As the work is first draft
writing, make allowances for
very occasional (1 or 2) minor
errors, which should be
disregarded when assigning
this category.

DIFFICULT WORDS
 uneven stress patterns in multi-syllabic words (chocolate,
mineral)
 uncommon vowel patterns (drought, hygiene)
 difficult subject-specific content words (obese)
 difficult homophones (practice/practise) suffixes where base
words change (generate/generation)
 consonant alteration patterns (confident/confidence)
 many three- and four-syllable words (invisible, organise)
 mutli-syllabic words ending in -tion, -sion, -ture,
-ible/-able, -ent/-ant, -ful
CHALLENGING WORDS
unusual consonant patterns (guarantee)
longer words with unstressed syllables (responsibility)
vowel alteration patterns ((brief to brevity, propose to
proposition)
foreign words
suffixes to words ending in e, c or l (physically, changeable,
completely)
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Narrative Marking Sheet
Go through each category and highlight the criteria in the rubric that best describes the piece of work. Once finished put the scores into the grid below. Add your scores up to get a
mark out of 48. Then cross reference the total score on the NAPLAN Grade Grid to determine the Grade for this piece of writing.
Note: this will only grade this one piece of writing it may not be a true reflection of the student’s achievement.
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Persuasive Writing Marking Guide
0
Category
 symbols or drawings which
may have the intention of
conveying meaning

2

3

 response to audience needs
is limited
 text contains some simple
written content
 text is very short
OR
 a longer text (more than 1
sentence) where meaning is
difficult to access
OR
 copied stimulus material,
including prompt topic

 shows awareness of basic
 Orients the reader
audience expectations
 an internally consistent
through attempting to orient
persuasive text that
the reader
attempts to support the
reader by developing a
 provides some information to
shared understanding of
support reader
context
understanding
 contains sufficient
 text may be short but is
information for the reader
easily read
to follow the text fairly
 reader may need to fill gaps
easily
in information

 no evidence of any
structural components of a
persuasive text

 minimal evidence of
persuasive structure
 structural components not
clearly identifiable
OR
 one component only, eg. an
introduction or body

 text contains two clearly
 identifiable structural
components
OR
 all components are present
but weak

 symbols or drawings
 no evidence or insufficient
evidence

 text contains one idea
OR
 ideas appear unrelated to
each other
OR
 ideas unrelated to topic or
prompt

 one idea with simple
elaboration
OR
 ideas are few and related
but not elaborated
OR
 many simple ideas that are

Audience

Text
Structure

Ideas

Persuasive
Devices

1

 symbols or drawings
 no evidence or insufficient
evidence
 writes in wrong genre
 copies topic only

 uses a statement or
statements of personal
opinion
AND/OR
 uses one or two instances of
persuasive devices (may be
same type)

4
 supports reader
understanding (more than
assertions/ opinions)
AND
 begins to engage and
persuade reader through
language choices

5

6

 supports, engages and
persuades the reader
through deliberate choice of
language and use of
persuasive techniques

 controls writer/reader
relationship
 establishes strong, credible
voice
 crafts writing to influence
reader by precise and
sustained language choices
and persuasive techniques
 takes readers’ values and
expectations into account

Writer’s choices may:
 create an appropriate relationship with reader (eg. polite,
formal, social distance, personal connection)
 reveal values and attitudes
 persuade through control of tenor
 appeal to reason, emotions and/ or cultural values
 subvert expectations (challenge readers’ values)
 acknowledge wider audience

 text contains an introduction,  coherent, controlled and
a body and conclusion
complete argument
OR
 all components are well
developed
 detailed longer text with two
developed components and
 introduction with clear
one weaker component
position statement
AND
 body with reasons and
detailed supporting
evidence
AND
 conclusion that reinforces
the writer’s position
 ideas are supported with
 ideas are elaborated and
 ideas are generated,
some elaboration
contribute effectively to the
selected and crafted to be
OR
writer’s position
highly persuasive
 many unelaborated ideas
that relate plausibly to
argument (4 or more)
Ideas may include
OR
 benefits to the whole group (more than just personal)
 one idea with more
 reflection on the wider world/universal issues
developed elaboration
Ideas may be elaborated by, for example:
 a range of issues both for and against the stated position
 a refutation of other positions or opinions
 explaining cause and effect
 sustained and effective use
of persuasive devices

 uses three or more
 uses some devices that
instances of persuasive
persuade
devices that support the
 use is effective but not
writer’s position but do not
sustained (may also include
persuade the reader (at least
some ineffective use)
two types)
There are many devices that can be used to persuade a
reader –
effective devices are appropriate to style of argument and may
appeal to one or more of the reader’s reason, values or
emotions.
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Persuasive Writing Marking Guide
0
Category
 symbols or drawings

1
 very short script
 few content words

Vocabulary

 symbols or drawings

 links are missing or incorrect
short script
 often confusing for the
reader

 no use of paragraphing

 writing is organised into
paragraphs that are mainly
focused on a single idea or
set of like ideas that assist
the reader to digest chunks
of text
 contains at least one correct
paragraph break






 some correct formation of
 sentences
 some meaning can be
construed

Cohesion

Paragraphing

no evidence of sentences
symbols or drawings
a list of words
text fragments

2

3

4

 mostly simple verbs,
 four or more precise words
 sustained and consistent
adverbs, adjectives or nouns
or word groups (may be
use of precise words and
AND/OR
verbs, adverbs, adjectives or
phrases and word groups
nouns)
that enhance the meaning
 may include two or three
(may be some inappropriate
precise words
or inaccurate word choices)
 single nouns (water, house)
 simple noun groups (a tin
cage, television programs)
 single verbs (quick, like, run)
simple verb groups (did it the
proper way)
 adjectives and adverbs
(cold, always, really, very,
friendly)
 simple comparisons (as
much as she can, one of the
fastest)









 some correct links between
sentences (do not penalise
for poor punctuation)
 most referring words are
accurate
OR
 longer text with cohesion
controlled only in parts
 reader may occasionally
need to re-read and provide
their own links to clarify
meaning
 all paragraphs are focused
on one idea or set of like
ideas
 at least one paragraph is
logically constructed and
contains a topic sentence
and supporting details
 paragraphs are correct but
basic

 cohesive devices are used
correctly to support reader
understanding
 meaning is clear and text
flows well in a sustained
piece of writing

 most simple sentences are
 correct
 meaning is predominantly
clear

 most simple and compound
 sentences correct
 some complex sentences
are
 correct
 meaning is predominantly
clear

Sentence
Structure
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5

6

 a range of precise and
effective words and phrases
used in a fluent and
articulate manner
 language choice is well
matched to style of
argument

single precise words (citizen, urge, budget, consider, solution, protect, supportive, research)
modal adjectives and adverbs (ultimate, certain, extreme, possibly, definitely, rarely)
precise word groups (duty of care, quick-minded person, a positive impact on society)
modal groups (it would seem that, it is unlikely that)
technical (habitat, life expectancy, politician, global warming, financial crisis)
nominalisations (probability, likelihood, short-sightedness)
figurative language (eg. alliteration, metaphor, simile, personification)

 a range of cohesive devices
is used correctly and
deliberately to enhance
reading
 an extended, highly
cohesive piece of writing
showing continuity of ideas
and tightly linked sections of
text

 paragraphing supports
argument
 paragraphs are ordered and
cumulatively build argument
across text

 most simple, compound and
complex sentences are
correct
OR
 all sentences correct but do
not demonstrate variety
 meaning is clear

 sentences correct (allow for  all sentences are correct
occasional typo, eg. a
 writing contains controlled
missing word)
and well-developed
 demonstrates variety in
sentences that express
length, structure and
precise meaning and are
beginnings
consistently effective
 meaning is clear and
sentences enhance meaning

VARIETY
 clause types and patterns (verbless, adjectival, adverbial, multiple dependencies, non-finite
 dependent clause position
 length and rhythm
 increased elaboration and extension
 stylistically appropriate choices
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Persuasive Writing Marking Guide
0
Category

2

3

4

5

 no evidence of correct
punctuation

 correct use of capital letters
to start sentences
OR
 full stops to end sentences
(at least one correct
sentence marker)
 punctuation is minimal and
of little assistance to the
reader

 some correct use of
sentence level punctuation
(at least 2 accurately
punctuated sentences beginning and end)
OR
 one correctly punctuated
sentence AND some other
punctuation correct where it
is required (refer to lists in
additional information)
 provides some markers to
assist reading

 sentence level punctuation
mostly correct (minimum of
80% of 5 sentences
punctuated correctly)
AND
 some other correct
punctuation (two or more
examples of different types
of other punctuation)
OR
 accurate sentence
punctuation with correct
noun capitalisation and no
stray capitals, nothing else
used (4 or more sentences)
 provides adequate markers
to assist reading

 all sentence punctuation
correct
 mostly correct use of other
punctuation, including noun
capitalisation
 provides accurate markers
to enable smooth and
efficient reading

 writing contains accurate
use of all applicable
punctuation
 provides precise markers to
pace and control reading of
the text

 no conventional spelling

 few examples of
conventional spelling

 correct spelling of
 most simple words
 some common words
(errors evident in common
words)

 correct spelling of
 most simple words
 most common words (at
least 20)

 correct spelling of
 simple words
 most common words
 some difficult words (at
least 2)
 errors do not outnumber
correct spellings)

 correct spelling of
 simple words
 most common words
 at least 10 difficult (errors
do not outnumber correct
spellings)

Punctuation

Spelling

1

SIMPLE WORDS
 short vowel single-syllable words (bad, fit, not) with:
 consonant digraphs (shop, thin, much)
 consonant blends (drop, clap, bring)
 double final consonants (will, less)
 high frequency long vowel single-syllable words (name, park,
good)
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COMMON WORDS
 single-syllable words with
 two and three consonant blends (square, stretch, light)
 common long vowels (face, sail, mean)
 multi-syllabic words with even stress patterns (middle, litter)
compound words (downstairs)
 common homophones (there/their, write/right)
 suffixes that don’t change the base word (jumped, sadly,
adults)
 common words with silent letters (comb, wrong, know)
 single-syllable words ending in ould, ey, ough
 most rule-driven words: drop e (having), double letter
(spitting), change y to i (heavier)

6

 correct spelling of
 all words
AND
 10+ difficult words and
some challenging words
OR
 at least 15 difficult words if
no challenging words
As the work is first draft
writing, allowances can be
made for very occasional (1 or
2) minor errors, which should
be disregarded when
assigning this category.

DIFFICULT WORDS
 uneven stress patterns in multi-syllabic words (chocolate,
mineral)
 uncommon vowel patterns (drought, hygiene)
 difficult subject-specific content words (obese)
 difficult homophones (practice/practise) suffixes where base
words change (generate/generation)
 consonant alteration patterns (confident/confidence)
 many three- and four-syllable words (invisible, organise)
 mutli-syllabic words ending in -tion, -sion, -ture,
-ible/-able, -ent/-ant, -ful
CHALLENGING WORDS
unusual consonant patterns (guarantee)
longer words with unstressed syllables (responsibility)
vowel alteration patterns ((brief to brevity, propose to
proposition)
foreign words
suffixes to words ending in e, c or l (physically, changeable,
completely)

20

Persuasive Writing Marking Sheet
Go through each category and highlight the criteria in the rubric that best describes the piece of work. Once finished put the scores into the grid below. Add your scores up to get a
mark out of 48. Then cross reference the total score on the NAPLAN Grade Grid to determine the Grade for this piece of writing.
Note: this will only grade this one piece of writing it may not be a true reflection of the student’s achievement.
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Recount Marking Guide
Category

0
 symbols or drawings which
may have the intention of
conveying meaning

Audience

 no evidence of any
structural components of a
recount

 minimal evidence of recount
structure
 structural components not
clearly identifiable
OR
 one component only, eg. an
introduction or reflection
 may be out of sequence

 symbols or drawings
 no evidence or insufficient
evidence

 text contains one idea
OR
 ideas appear unrelated to
each other
OR
 ideas unrelated to topic or
prompt

 symbols or drawings
 no evidence or insufficient
evidence

 only names people or gives
their roles (eg. father, the
teacher, my friend, dinosaur,
we, Jim)
AND/OR
 only names the setting (eg.
school, the place we were
at)
 orientation is vague or
confused

 symbols or drawings

 very short script
 few content words

Text
Structure

Ideas

Recount
Devices

Vocabulary

1

2

3

 contains some simple written  shows awareness of basic
 Orients the reader
content
audience expectations
 an internally consistent
through attempting to orient
recount that attempts to
the reader
support the reader by
developing a shared
 provides some information to
understanding of context
support reader
 contains sufficient
understanding
information for the reader
 text may be short but is
to follow the text fairly
easily read
easily
 reader may need to fill gaps
in information
 formulaic opening
(yesterday, I went, on the
weekend)

4
 supports reader
understanding
 attempts to engage the
reader

5
 supports and engages the
reader through deliberate
choice of language and use
of recount devices

6
 controls writer/reader
relationship
 crafts writing to influence
reader by precise and
sustained language choices
and persuasive techniques
 takes readers’ values and
expectations into account

Writer’s choices may:
 create an appropriate relationship with reader (eg. polite,
formal, social distance, personal connection)
 reveal values and attitudes
 display irony
 evoke an emotional response
 appeal to emotions and/ or cultural values
 acknowledge wider audience

 text contains two clearly
 identifiable structural
components
OR
 all components are present
but weak

 text contains an introduction,  coherent, controlled and
a body (of events in time
complete recount
order) and conclusion
 all components are well
OR
developed
 detailed longer text with two
 introduction with clear
developed components and
orientation
one weaker component
AND
 detailed events in time
order
OR
 detailed events where time
order has been
manipulated for impact
AND
 conclusion that
summarises, reflects
and/or evaluates
 one idea with simple
 ideas are supported with
 ideas are substantial and
 ideas are generated,
elaboration
some
elaborated
selected and crafted to add
OR
development/elaboration
interest and impact
 ideas effectively contribute
OR
 ideas are few and related
to a central topic/theme
 ideas are skilfully used in the
but not elaborated
 one idea with more
service of the retell
OR
developed elaboration
OR
 many simple ideas that are
 all ideas relate coherently
 some ideas may contain
unnecessary elaboration
(waffle)
 elaboration through brief
 elaboration and detail
 effective detail and
descriptions or speech or
emerges through
elaboration
feelings, but lacks substance
descriptions, actions, speech  details are selected to create
or continuity
or the attribution of thoughts
impact and help the reader
AND/OR
and feelings to participants
visualise the experience
AND/OR
 suggestion of setting through AND/OR
very brief and superficial
 orientation emerges through  details are selected to create
descriptions of place and/or
description of place, time
a sense of place and
time
and atmosphere
atmosphere
rd
st
 a few adjectives to describe  uses both 3 and 1 person  manipulates 1st and 3rd
a people or places
person for impact
 mostly simple verbs,
 precise words or word
 sustained and consistent
 a range of precise and
adverbs, adjectives or nouns
groups (may be verbs,
use of precise words and
effective words and phrases
AND/OR
adverbs, adjectives or
phrases that enhance the
used in a natural and
nouns)
meaning or mood
articulate manner
 may include two or three
precise words
 language choice is well
matched to genre
– single words: quick, big, run, look, need, really, very, beautiful
– simple groups: my big warm bed; a five headed, six eyed beast
– figurative language: simile, metaphor, attitudinal, evaluative, technical, formal, colloquial, alliteration, personification
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Recount Marking Guide
Category

1

2

3

4

 symbols or drawings

0

 links are missing or incorrect
short script
 often confusing for the
reader
 uses little variety of linking
words (and, then)

 cohesive devices are used
correctly to support reader
understanding
 accurate use of referring
words
 meaning is clear and text
flows well in a sustained
piece of writing
 uses linking words to
indicate time (before, later in
the day)

 a range of cohesive devices
is used correctly and
deliberately to enhance
reading
 an extended, highly
cohesive piece of writing
using a large variety of
action verbs/linking words

 no use of paragraphing

 writing is organised into
paragraphs that are mainly
focused on a single idea or
set of like ideas that assist
the reader to digest chunks
of text
 contains at least one correct
paragraph break
 some correct formation of
 sentences
 some meaning can be
construed

 some correct links between
sentences (do not penalise
for poor punctuation)
 most referring words are
accurate
 reader may occasionally
need to re-read and provide
their own links to clarify
meaning
 uses a limited number of
linking words (after that,
next)
 all paragraphs are focused
on one idea or set of like
ideas
 at least one paragraph is
logically constructed and
contains a topic sentence
and elaborating detail
 most simple sentences are
correct
 meaning is predominantly
clear

 most simple and compound
sentences are correct
 some complex sentences
are correct
 meaning is predominantly
clear

 most simple, compound and
complex sentences are
correct
OR
 all sentences correct but do
not demonstrate variety
 meaning is clear

Cohesion

Paragraphing






no evidence of sentences
symbols or drawings
a list of words
text fragments

Sentence
Structure

 no evidence of correct
punctuation

 some correct use of capital
letters to start sentences
OR
 full stops to end sentences
 punctuation is minimal and
of little assistance to the
reader

 some accurately punctuated
sentences (beginning and
end)
 some noun capitalisation
where applicable
 provides some markers to
assist reading

 no conventional spelling

 few examples of
conventional spelling

 correct spelling of
 most simple words
 some common words
(errors evident in common
words)

Punctuation

Spelling

 some correct punctuation
across categories
(sentences mostly correct
with some other punctuation
correct)
OR
 accurate sentence
punctuation with no stray
capitals, nothing else used
 correct spelling of
 simple words
 most common words
(errors do not outnumber
correct spellings)

6

 sentences correct (allow for  all sentences are correct
occasional typo, eg. a
 writing contains controlled
missing word)
and well-developed
 demonstrates variety in
sentences that express
length, structure and
precise meaning and are
beginnings
consistently effective
 meaning is clear and
sentences enhance meaning

VARIETY
 clause types and patterns (verbless, adjectival, adverbial, multiple dependencies, non-finite
 dependent clause position
 length and rhythm
 increased elaboration and extension
 stylistically appropriate choices
 all sentence punctuation
 writing contains accurate
correct
use of all applicable
punctuation
 mostly correct use of other
punctuation
 provides precise markers to
pace and control reading of
 provides accurate markers
the text
to enable smooth and
efficient reading
 correct spelling of
 correct spelling of
 simple words
 simple words
 most common words
 most common words
 some difficult words (errors
 at least 10 difficult (errors
do not outnumber correct
do not outnumber correct
spellings)
spellings)

SIMPLE WORDS
 short vowel single-syllable words (bad, fit, not) with:
 consonant digraphs (shop, thin, much)
 consonant blends (drop, clap, bring)
 double final consonants (will, less)
 high frequency long vowel single-syllable words (name, park,
good)

 common homophones (there/their, write/right)
 suffixes that don’t change the base word (jumped, sadly,
adults)
 common words with silent letters (comb, wrong, know)
 single-syllable words ending in ould, ey, ough
 most rule-driven words: drop e (having), double letter
(spitting), change y to i (heavier)

COMMON WORDS
 single-syllable words with
 two and three consonant blends (square, stretch, light)
 common long vowels (face, sail, mean)
 multi-syllabic words with even stress patterns (middle, litter)
 compound words (downstairs)

DIFFICULT WORDS
 uneven stress patterns in multi-syllabic words (chocolate,
mineral)
 uncommon vowel patterns (drought, hygiene)
 difficult subject-specific content words (obese)
 difficult homophones (practice/practise)suffixes where base
words change (generate/generation)
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 correct spelling of
 all words
 10+ difficult ones some
challenging words
Make allowances for very
occasional (1 or 2) minor
errors, which should be
disregarded when assigning
this category.
 consonant alteration patterns (confident/confidence)
 many three- and four-syllable words (invisible, organise)
 mutli-syllabic words ending in –tion, -sion, -ture,
-ible/-able, -ent/-ant, -ful
CHALLENGING WORDS
unusual consonant patterns (guarantee)
longer words with unstressed syllables (responsibility)
vowel alteration patterns ((brief to brevity, propose to
proposition)
foreign words
suffixes to words ending in e, c or l (physically, changeable,
completely)

23

Recount Marking Sheet
Go through each category and highlight the criteria in the rubric that best describes the piece of work. Once finished put the scores into the grid below. Add your scores up to get a
mark out of 48. Then cross reference the total score on the NAPLAN Grade Grid to determine the Grade for this piece of writing.
Note: this will only grade this one piece of writing it may not be a true reflection of the student’s achievement.
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